
These notes should be used with our tutorial videos. 

The course 1 video series can be found in this playlist: 

http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=DC2A8F8976A5D24A 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 3 - Level 1 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QyLQVsodDxM 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

 First room: 

1 - Blue opens a portal facing the light bridge. 

2 - Blue opens a second portal on the left wall. 

3 - Both players walk through the portal, and walk on the bridge stopping above the acid pit. 

4 - Blue replaces the high portal on the wall inside the acid pit, that way both players fall on the new 

light bridge. 

5 - Orange opens a portal on the opposing wall where the light bridge hits it. 

6 - Orange opens the other portal on the higher wall to the right. 

7 - Both players walk through the portal and jump off in front of the door. 

 

 Second room: 

1 - Blue places the first portal facing the light bridge. 

2 - As Orange hits the booster, Blue opens a portal underneath Orange to catch him with a light bride. 

Doing it as high as possible helps the later steps. 

3 - Orange will extends the bridge he is standing on, and places the other portal on the wall near the 

switch. 

4 - Orange walks through his portals, hits the switch and returns back through his portal. 

5 - Orange will drop onto the high ground near the exit door. 

6 - Blue grabs the dropped ball and prepares to touch the booster. 

7 - As Blue jumps and hits his own bridge, Orange will want to re-extend his bridge underneath Blue, 

sandwiching him between two bridges. 

8 - Blue jumps off the bridge onto the high ground, drops the ball in the receiver. 

9 - Walk through the door to complete the level. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 3 - Level 2 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=klbSec3F4ps 

 



 Players  

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

1 - Blue creates a portals perpendicular to each other to form a light bridge. 

2 - Orange creates a portal around the corner, both players walk back to the original bridge. 

3 - Orange overwrites his second portal on top of Blue’s previous one, step through. 

4 - Blue creates another portal further down, return, overwrite Orange’s portal again. 

5 - Players walk through, Orange creates portal to make the bridge go higher across the gap. 

6 - Step step through the portal and walk right to the door. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 3 - Level 3 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7KF6CBnl4So 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

 First room: 

1 - Blue creates a portal next to the light bridge and one on a wall closest to you, both walk onto the 

bridge. 

2 - Orange creates a set of portals perpendicular to the bridge to make a bridge in the far corner. 

3 - Blue gets into position below the ball dispenser and Orange hits the button. 

4 - Orange walks back through Blue’s portal and makes a bridge higher up to cross the gap. 

5 - Blue steps through and drops the ball into the receiver, Orange follows as well. 

 

 Second room: 

1 - Blue creates a light bridge just above the water’s surface. 

2 - Orange creates a portal linking that bridge onto the ceiling on the left side of the room, forming a 

“wall” to prevent you from flying past the bridge. 

3 - Both players step on the jump pad to get across, then step on the second one to hit the light bridge 

and fall on the one below. 

4 - Orange replaces his old portal with one directly above the lower light bridge to make a path to the 

door. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 3 - Level 4 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RuEKdp_pSAc 

 



 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

We completed this level in a different and unintended manner. Our method ends up being faster and 

easier to complete. 

 

 First room: 

1 - Blue sets an initial portal to extend the light bridge. 

2 - Blue hits the booster and places his second portal underneath him. 

3 - Blue walks through his portal to get outside of the room. 

4 - Orange will repeat steps 1 through 3. 

 

 Second room: 

1 - Orange will place his second portal on the far angled white wall. 

2 - Both players walk through the portal, and down the slanted light bridge. 

 

 Third room: 

1 - Orange will set his first portal to extend the light bridge. 

2 - Looking through the light bridge, there is a white wall on the left of the pit. Orange will set his second 

portal there. 

3 - Both players will walk through the first portal onto the new bridge. 

4 - Blue will extend the new bridge to get onto the low ground near the door. 

5 - Blue moves his lower portal that was used to get on the low ground, and places it on the high angled 

wall. 

6 - Orange walks through the Blue portal, exiting on the high angled wall. 

7 - Orange will continue up the slanted light bridge. 

8 - To the right there is a sign pointing to the exit door, Orange should be able to jump and land on top 

of this sign. 

9 - Orange should note his lower portal position. Orange will move his lower portal on the wall touching 

the low ground where Blue is standing. 

10 - Blue walks through this portal, getting back near the beginning of the level. 

11 - Orange replaces the lower portal to its original position above the pit. This should recreate the light 

bridge across Blues portals. 

12 - Blue walks back through Oranges portals, through his portals and up the slanted light bridge. 

13 - Blue will jump on the same sign used by Orange to get to the end of the level. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 3 - Level 5 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGOZ-MeHP7I 

 



 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

 First room: 

1 - Blue creates a portal above the jump pad, another one on the flat raised surface in the corner of the 

room. 

2 - Blue hits the jump pad, and creates a portal on the opposite wall at the far end while in the air. 

3 - Orange jumps through the Blue’s floor portal and walks around in order to make a light bridge 

leading to the other side of the room. 

4 - Blue and Orange through the same floor portal to land on the light bridge and jump across to the 

next area. 

 

 Second room: 

1 - Blue creates a portal above the jump pad, another on the angled wall right next to you. 

2 - Blue launches himself across, creates a portal on the angled wall in that area. 

3 - Orange creates a light bridge below Blue so he can jump down and get back to the previous area. 

4 - Blue creates his second portal above the jump pad again and Orange steps through to launch across 

the room. 

5 - Orange creates a portal on that angled piece of wall. 

6 - Blue creates a bridge close to Orange, he steps through the portal to connect to the other light 

bridge, then Blue creates another portal closer to him to get Orange back again. 

7 - Orange creates his second portal over the jump pad. 

8 - Blue steps through the jump pad first, followed by Orange. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 3 - Level 6 ] 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W8OxNEZrPR4 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

 First room: 

1 - Orange extends the light bridge on the wall close to the turrets, effectively blocking their shots 

2 - Blue sets a portal each side of the light bridge blocking the path. 

 

 Second room: 

1 - Orange re-extends the bridge on one side of the next room, blocking the turrets. 

2 - Blue uses a pair of portals to extend the light bridge, blocking the other side of the room. 

 



 Third room: 

1 - Blue extends the light the bridge to the left, so it extends at the players height. 

2 - Both players walk down the bridge to the right. 

3 - Orange uses the vertical portal to create a protective shield. 

4 - Orange walks across the room, Blue stops half way where the button is. 

5 - Blue will need to hit the switch, time the removal and replacement of the blocking bridge with your 

partner. 

6 - Blue hits the switch, a ball will fall. 

7 - Blue has to quickly get the ball before it falls into the acid pit. 

8 - Blue places the ball in the receiver. 

9 - Both players head towards the exit door. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 3 - Level 7 ]  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L92vxgXQi4g 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

 First room: 

1 - Blue creates a portals to make a light bridge that blocks the turret’s line of fire. 

2 - Orange creates a set of portals to get to the platform above. 

3 - Orange carefully steps through and creates a portal on the angled wall opposite the turret and 

another right above the jump pad. (Do this quickly so as not to get shot by the turret or have blue make 

another light bridge higher) 

4 - Orange steps on the jump pad, knocking down the turret. 

5 - Blue repeats the steps to launch himself across as well. 

 

 Second room: 

1 - Blue creates a light bridge forming a wall that blocks both turrets’ line of sight. 

2 - Orange steps on the button, shoots a portal on the newly-revealed piece of wall across the room and 

another one on the wall behind him. 

3 - Blue steps through the portal and positions himself in front of the button. 

4 - Orange creates a portal on the strip of wall next to the turrets at the far end of the room, and 

another on the marked wall where objects will hit. 

5 - Blue presses the button, objects should fly and knock the turrets down. Readjust the portal 

accordingly to get both down. 

6 - Orange creates a portal on the wall that is activated by the floor button to have objects fly back 

towards him. 

7 - Blue presses the button, Orange grabs a cube and places it on the button. 



8 - Orange creates a portal on the wall behind him and falls down to where Blue is. 

 

-------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Portal 2 Co-Op Walkthrough - [ Course 3 - Level 8 ]  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwBzGC7e7SI 

 

 Players 

Orange - Mike [played from this perspective] 

Blue - Nick 

 

 First room: 

1 - Blue creates a portal through the mesh grid above the emancipation field, another on the wall in the 

corner of the room. 

2 - Orange steps through the emancipation field, grabs a ball and hands it over to Blue through his 

portal. 

3 - Blue places the ball in the slot with the laser to open the door. 

 

 Second room: 

1 - Blue stands in front of the button marked “Offline”, Orange stands on the other side of the 

emancipation field. 

2 - Blue hits the button to create a light bridge. 

3 - Orange creates a set of portals, one on the angled wall on the far side of the room (from Blue’s 

position) and another on the beam on the ceiling on the opposite side (closest to Blue) 

4 - Blue creates a portal forming a light bridge that creates a wall so that the ball will bounce back 

through Orange’s portal. 

5 - As soon as the ball hits that wall, Blue swaps that portal with one on the angled wall closest to him to 

make a ramp for the ball to roll down. 

6 - Blue collects the ball from the light bridge and places it in the slot at the other end of the room. 

7 - Have both players hit the switches simultaneously. 

 

 Third room: 

1 - Blue creates a portal to make a light bridge high above the room, over the two pillars. 

2 - Both players step through the portal, Orange positions himself above the pillar marked #2, Blue over 

#1. 

3 - Orange creates a portal on the angled piece of wall on his side of the room, another one directly 

below him. 

4 - Blue does the same, but must do it quickly because the light bridge will disappear as soon as you 

swap your portals. 

5 - Both players should hit each other in mid-air and land safely on the platform below. 

6 - Place the disk in the machine. 

 



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

Created by Mike [XGM] and Nick [Nickstick17] from Fraxial Gaming 
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